To All Medical Practitioners

The right to fully informed and voluntary consent is the foundation of an ethical medical system.

It is a legal requirement under provincial legislation, and furthermore, is acknowledged in international covenants such as the Universal Declaration of Bioethics and Human Rights, the Nuremberg Code and professional codes of ethics.

You have a legal responsibility to inform your patient:

1. **COVID shots are experimental.**
   COVID shots are still undergoing Phase III clinical trials and are considered experimental. The results of Phase III testing will not be fully reported until 2023.

2. **No evidence that COVID shots prevent infection.**
   There is no current verified evidence that COVID shots prevent infection or prevent viral transmission.

3. **The long-term adverse effects are unknown.**
   Some COVID shots inject synthetic RNA which invokes the creation of S1 spike proteins, which are pathogens. The consequences of injecting COVID gene therapy medical devices are unknown.

4. **Manufacturers are not legally liable for injury or death.**
   The Government of Canada has released COVID shot manufacturers from liability for injury or death caused by their products. These are the only products sold in Canada without legal liability.

5. **COVID shots are causing life-threatening injuries and death.**
   See reports of adverse events following COVID vaccination here: www.bit.ly/3r9MHhH

We encourage you to review Article 6 of the UNESCO Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights: www.bit.ly/3kCSVnS


**An ethical medical system depends on you.**

---

**Disclaimer:** This information is for educational purposes and is not intended as legal, health or medical advice.
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